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Introduction

The size effect is one of the best-known financial market anomalies. Banz (1981) reports that
for U.S. stock market data prior to 1980 small capitalization stocks have higher returns than
large capitalization stocks. His initial finding has been confirmed by subsequent studies,
suggesting that data mining is an unlikely explanation.1 This evidence plays an important
role in the development of small-cap mutual funds designed to take advantage of the size
premium. Further, the size factor is commonly included in multi-factor models, such as the
Fama-French (1993) three-factor model and Carhart (1997) four-factor model, to capture
the size effect in the cross-section of stock returns.
However, recent empirical literature shows that the size effect has disappeared after the
early 1980s. Among others, Dichev (1998) and Chan, Karceski, and Lakonisho (2000) document that the differential risk premium between small and big firms has been much smaller
and often even negative since the early 1980s. In his review article, Schwert (2003) concludes
that “it seems that the small-firm anomaly has disappeared since the initial publication of
the papers that discovered it.” His interpretation is that since practitioners began to exploit
the size effect in their trading activities, the size anomaly vanished around the time of its
discovery. Hirshleifer (2001) also notes that “The U.S. small firm effect has been weak or
absent in the last 15 years.”
This paper shows that the change in duration of the business cycle is the primary cause
of the disappearance of the size premium after the early 1980s. We begin our analysis by
examining whether conditioning on the state of the macroeconomy is important to the size
premium. We define four business cycle stages, namely, “Trough,” “Expansion,” “Peak,”
and “Recession,” using the business cycle turning points identified by the Hodrick-Prescott
filtered GDP. We then compute the average return spreads between the small and large
1

An incomplete list of papers that present evidence of the size effect includes Reinganum (1981), Keim
(1983), Lamoureux and Sanger (1989), and Fama and French (1992). Further, studies using data from stock
markets other than the U.S. confirm the robustness of the size effect. Heston, Rouwenhorst, and Wessels
(1995) and Rouwenhorst (1999) document that there is an international size effect in developed and emerging
markets, respectively.
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portfolios conditional on the different phases of the business cycle over the period from
March 1950 to December 2012 as well as two subperiods (March 1950 – February 1983 and
March 1983 – December 2012).
Our analysis uncovers some interesting empirical stylized facts. First, we find that time
variation in the size premiums is crucially dependent on the economic state. Size premiums
are significantly positive mainly at the bottom of the business cycles (i.e., “Trough” stage).
At other states (namely, “Expansion,” “Peak,” and “Recession” stages), the size premiums
are indistinguishable from zero. Over the period from March 1950 to December 2012, the
average return difference between the small and large portfolio is reliably positive at 1.28%
(t-statistic = 3.42) per month at the “Trough” stage, and insignificantly positive or negative
at other stages. Further, the difference of the size premiums between at “Trough” and other
stages is large as of 1.21% per month and significant (t = 3.10). These results are robust
when we use the Trough stage defined by the National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER)
and use the SMB factor in the Fama-French model.
Second and perhaps more importantly, this dependency of the size premium on the
business cycle is remarkably stable before and after the early 1980s. Put differently, the fact
that the size premium is reliably positive only at the Trough stage is preserved even after
the early 1980s wherein there is absence of the size premium. A χ2 -test on the distribution
of the conditional size premium on the economic state reveals that there is no structural
change in the distribution of the conditional size premium between two subperiods. This
finding suggests that whereas unconditional size effect is dead, the size effect conditional on
the state of the macroeconomy is alive and well.
It is well documented that the size premium is particularly strong in January. It is therefore important to examine whether our finding of significant size premium at the “Trough”
stage is distinct from the January effect. We show that the ability of “Trough” stage to
detect the size premium remains robust after controlling for the January effect. That is,
we find that the conditional size premium on the “Trough” stage is also detected during
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non-January months for both subperiods. We also find that the January effect continues to
hold after the early 1980s, although the magnitude of the January effect becomes smaller.
Given that the patterns of the size premium conditional on the business cycle stages
remain strikingly stable across two subperiods, a natural conjecture is that the probability
of economy being in different stages may have changed since the early 1980s, and this change
would be responsible for explaining the disappearance of the (unconditional) size premium.
Thus, we examine whether there is any change in the lengths of phases of the business cycle.
We find that the probability of economy being in recessionary periods has been significantly
reduced since the early 1980s. Specifically, we show that the duration of expansionary period
has been longer: the average duration before the early 1980s is about 34 months, whereas
the average duration after the early 1980s is more than double (83 months). In contrast,
the duration of recessionary period has remained roughly the same across two subperiods.
As a result, the probability of economy staying in recessionary period has been significantly
smaller. About 35 percent of the pre-1983 period was spent in recessionary period, whereas
a much smaller 14 percent was spent in recessionary period for the post-1983 period.
We supplement our analysis by conducting a formal statistical analysis. Following Diebold
and Rudebusch (1992), we use the Wilcoxon rank sum test. Our formal statistical analyses
confirm that the shift in the lengths of business cycle is significant from a statistical perspective. For expansions, the test rejects the null hypothesis of no change in the durations
in favor of the alternative hypothesis that expansions since 1983 have a longer duration than
those prior to 1983 (at the 5% level). For recessions, however, we cannot reject the null
hypothesis that recessions in the pre-1983 period are the same length as recessions in the
post-1983 period. In sum, our evidence that the probability of economy being in recessionary periods has been significantly reduced after the early 1980s, combined with that the size
premium is significant only at the “Trough” stage, can explain the disappearance of the size
premium.
Finally, we consider stylized Markovian economy and propose the following approach
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to investigate the implication of shifts in the transition probabilities for the size premium.
First, we estimate transition matrices for the pre-1983 and post-1983 periods. By estimating
transition matrices separately across two subperiods, we allow the data generating process for
the evolution of the business cycle to be different. Second, we assume that returns on small
and large stocks follow conditional lognormal distributions where the mean and variance
depend on which business cycle stage belongs to. We use the conditional distributions
estimated from the whole sample period. We make this for the following two reasons: (i)
our previous analysis shows that the pattern of the size premium conditional on the phase
of the business cycle remains stable before and after 1983, suggesting that the relation
between business cycle and the size premium has not changed significantly, and (ii) we allow
only transition matrices differ across two subperiods, while holding constant the conditional
distribution of the size premium on the state of the economy. In this way, we can attribute
any change in the (model-implied) size premium between two different subperiods entirely
to change in the transition matrices. Third, given the assumpted conditional distributions
of small and large stocks, with the data generating process for the evolution of the economy,
we simulate time-series data on returns on small and large stocks. These time-series are
generated for the whole period, pre-1983 and post-1983 periods by using corresponding
transition matrices. We then compare our simulated results with the estimates from the
historical data. Simulations of the model generates that the size premium for the post-1983
period is substantially smaller than that for the pre-1983 period, and is not statistically
significant. Thus, our exercise demonstrates that changes in the lengths of the business
cycle is solely responsible for explaining the disappearance of the size premium after 1983.
Our work is related to Hou and van Dijk (2012), which shows that unexpected shocks
to the profitability of small and large firms are responsible for the disappearance of the
size premium from realized returns after the early 1980s. Specifically, they show that the
realized returns on the SMB are no longer significantly positive, because the returns of small
firms were lower than expected due to negative cash flow shocks and the returns of large
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firms were higher than expected due to positive cash flow shocks. Departing from their
return decomposition approach that relates realized return with expected return and cash
flow shocks, we rely on the relation between the size premium and business cycle. And we
show that the size premium has changed, because the business cycle has changed.
The remainder of the paper proceeds in the following manner. Section 2 describes the
data, presents the relation between the size premium and business cycle stages, and demonstrates that the distribution of the conditional size premium on the business cycle is stable
before and after the early 1980s. Section 3 provides evidence that the probability of economy being in different stages have changed since the early 1980s. Section 4 presents an asset
pricing model with regime shifts, and evaluate how well it performs in explaining the disappearance of the size premium during post-1983 period. Section 5 presents our conclusions.

2
2.1

The Size Premium and Business Cycle Stages
Data and Descriptive Statistics

We use returns on the small and large portfolios, which are constructed from the standard
two-by-three independent sorts on size and the book-to-market ratio (Fama and French,
1993). Specifically, the six value-weighted portfolios (denoted S/L, S/M, S/H, B/L, B/M,
and B/H) are constructed at the end of each June as the intersections of two portfolios
formed on size (market equity) and three portfolios formed on the book-to-market ratio.2
The portfolio data are from Ken French’s website. The S/H portfolio contains the stocks in
the small size group that are also in the high book-to-market group, and the B/L portfolio
contains the large stocks that are also in the low book-to-market group. The small portfolio
is the average return on the three small size portfolios (S/L, S/M, and S/H), while the
large portfolio is the average return on the three large size portfolios (B/L, B/M, and B/H).
2
The size breakpoint for year t is the median NYSE market equity at the end of June of year t. The
book-to-market ratio for June of year t is the book equity for the last fiscal year end in t − 1 divided by size
for December of t − 1. The book-to-market ratio breakpoints are the 30th and 70th NYSE percentiles.
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The return on the small-minus-big portfolio (SMB) has been a standard measure of the size
premium since Fama and French (1993), and thus is used in our analysis.
The sample period is from March 1950 to December 2012. We start the sample from
March 1950, since GDP data starts from 1947 and March 1950 is the starting point of the
first full business cycle. To this end, we study the whole sample period (March 1950 –
December 2012) as well as the two subperiods (March 1950 – February 1983 and March 1983
– December 2012). We split the sample period in 1983, because it is widely accepted that
size premium has disappeared since the early 1980s and March 1983 is a beginning of new
business cycle.
Table 1 documents the average monthly excess returns for the small portfolio, large
portfolio, and SMB over different time periods. During the first part of the sample period
from March 1950 to February 1983, the SMB earns a statistically significant return of 0.26%
per month (t-statistic = 1.94), with over 53% of the months having positive returns on the
SMB. During the second subperiod from March 1983 to December 2012, however, the firm
size is no longer associated with the cross-section of average returns. The average return on
the SMB is reduced to more than half of 0.08% per month and insignificant (t-statistic =
0.49). In sum, the results show that while there is a size effect in the sample period before
the 1983, the return on the SMB is not significantly different from zero in the post-1983
period, confirming the disappearance of the size premium after the early 1980s.

2.2

The Size Premium across Different Business Cycle Phases

In this section, we analyze whether the size premium is dependent on the state of the
macroeconomy. A standard way of conditioning economic states is to use two economic
environments, expansionary and contractionary periods.3 This two discretization scheme,
however, has an disadvantage that it does not stress out potentially important economic
3

For instance, Liew and Vassalou (2000) classify ‘good states’ of the economy those states that exhibit
the highest 25% of future GDP growth, and ‘bad states’ those with the lowest 25% of future GDP growth.
Chordia and Shivakumar (2002) define expansionary and contractionary periods based on the NBER turning
points.
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states – turning points of the business cycle. The asset pricing literature finds that turning
points are important states for asset prices, risk premium, and a risk-return trade-off.4
Theoretically, the model in Boudoukh, Richardson, Smith, and Whitelaw (1999) predict that
the largest changes in asset prices or risk premium should occur around turning points in
the economy when the probabilities of regime shifts are likely to be high. Empirically, Lustig
and Verdelhan (2012) find that turning points are informative for understanding business
cycle variation in equity risk premia and Sharpe ratio. Pilotte and Sterbenz (2006) show that
time-variation in risk and return on U.S. Treasury securities is crucially dependent on turning
points of the business cycle. We, therefore, include turning points in our analysis and further
divide our sample into four different business cycle stages, namely, Trough, Expansion, Peak,
and Recession. Our finer discretization scheme allows us to examine whether conditioning
on the turning points of the business cycle is important to the size premium.
We could consider the business cycle turning points identified by the NBER. But the
NBER definition is different from the standard definition of a ‘peak’. The NBER press release
on November 26, 2001 states “ a peak marks the end of an expansion and the beginning of
a recession,” not the peak of cylical component. This conservative definition of recession
implies that a decline in the output level from its local maximum (i.e., the peak of cylical
component around the long-run trend) does not necessarily lead to a recession, and the
NBER determines the peak far below its long-term trend. As a result, the NBER peak is
likely to lag the peak of cyclical component and the NBER business cycles tend to have
considerably shorter recessions than expansions due to the long-run trend. In this paper,
we adopt statistical method to detrend the log output and constitutes a cylical component.
Hodrick and Prescott (1997) detrends the time series while penalizing the roughness of the
estimated series. This filter improves upon the first-differencing filter by attenuating the
high frequency irregular noises. Stock and Watson (1998) prefers filter method and they
become the most popular empirical method of estimating the business cycles.
4

around turning points in the economic cycle, at which point changes in investors’ intertemporal marginal
rates of substitution between current and future consumption are largest.
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The Hodrick-Prescott filter (HP filter hereafter) solves the following standard-penalty
program:
Minτt

T
X

2

(yt − τt ) + λ

t=1

T −1
X

[(τt+1 − τt ) − (τt − τt−1 )]2 ,

(1)

t=2

where λ controls the smoothness of the adjusted trend series. The first term captures the
goodness-of-fit of the filter while the second term penalizes the roughness. Following Ravn
and Uhlig (2002), we set λ at 1600.
We use the business cycle turning points identified by cyclical component of the historical
U.S. GDP estimated by the HP filter. The estimated cyle component is

φt = yt − τt .

We use the following criteria for defining 4 stages at each t conditining on φt , the cyclical
component:
: φt ≤ cl ,

(i)

Trough(t)

(ii)

Expansion(t) :

(iii) Peak(t)
(iv) Recession(t)

∆φt−1 < 0, ∆φt+1 > 0, φt < min{φs }t+4
s=t−4 ,
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max tmin
,
t
<
t
<
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+

: φt > ch , ∆φt−1 > 0, ∆φt+1 < 0, φt > max{φs }t+4
s=t−4 ,




peak
trough
< t < max tmin
:
max tmax
− , t−
+ , t+

where cl << 0 and ch >> 0 are the critical values for judging troughs and peaks respectively.
‘Trough’ and ‘Peak’ are defined as local maxima and minima of the cyclical component based
on the critical values, cl and ch , respectively. These business cycle turning points occur
infrequently and their identification are subject to higher errors than those of the other
stages. On the back of these concerns, we include the nearest a few months around peaks
and troughs. Specifically, we define the “Trough” stage not only the quarter to which a
trough belongs, but also the period including two months before and after, constituting a
total of seven months. Similarly, the “Peak” stage is classified not only the quarter to which
a peak belongs, but also the period including two months before and after, constituting a
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total of seven months. A critical issue is how to deal with double dips and double peaks; i.e.,
when a particular trough is not followed by a peak and vice versa. First, we eliminate double
dips or double peaks that occur within a year by imposing a condition, φt < min{φs }t+4
s=t−4
and φt > max{φs }t+4
s=t−4 , respectively. Second, if double dips or double peaks occur beyond
a year horizon, we identify the quarter of the local maximum between the two troughs (for
the case of double dip) and the local minimum between the two peaks (for the case of double
peak). These local maxima or minima are necessary for defining other stages.
Expansions are defined as the path of the business cycle (i) from a trough to either a
peak or a local maximum (for the case of doble peak) or (ii) from a local minimum (for the
case of double dip) to a peak. Put differently, it postdates either a trough (ttrough
) or a local
−
peak
minimum (tmin
− ) for the case of a double dip) and predates either a peak (t+ ) or a local

maximum (tmax
+ ). Recessions are defined similarly.
We set critical values ch = 1.5, cl = −1.5. With this value, the NBER troughs and those
determined by the HP-filtered GDP are smilar. Our criterion precisely time 7 out of 10
troughs determined by the NBER and postdates 2 troughs. For example, Feburary 1960 is
classified as the trough by the NBER and that is exactly the middle month of the trough
period designated by the HP-filtered GDP. from November 1960 to May 1961. It misses
the trough of July 1980(the period recognized as the double peak period in early 1980s by
HP-filtered GDP). It produces three double peaks, one with August 1951 and Feburary 1953
as peaks without any go-between trough and another with Feburary 1966 and Feburary
1969, the other with November 1978 and Feburary 1981. In contrast, there are substantial
discrepancies between the NBER peaks and the peaks identified by the HP-filtered GDP.
It is not suprising that the NBER peak tends to lag the peak of cyclical component. As a
result, business cycle determined by HP-filtered GDP has a longer recessionary period.
Table 2 documents the average (raw) returns and the CAPM-adjusted average return
on the SMB portfolio across the different stages of the business cycle. The CAPM-adjusted
average returns are the alphas (intercepts) from the regression of the time-series of the SMB
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returns on the market factor (CRSP value-weighted market excess return) plus the residuals
averaged across months in each stage. Panel A corresponds to the whole sample, March
1950 – December 2012. Panel B and C correspond to the first (March 1950 – February 1983)
and second (March 1983 – December 2012) part of the sample period, respectively. We now
focus on the whole sample. Subperiods analysis will be discussed in the next section.
From Table 2, it is clear that the size premiums are significantly positive only at the
bottom of the business cycles (i.e., “Trough” stage). At other states (namely, “Expansion,”
“Peak,” and “Recession” stages), the size premiums are indistinguishable from zero. For
instance, over the period from March 1950 to December 2012, the average return difference
between small and large firms is large and reliably positive at 1.28% (t-statistic = 3.42)
per month at the “Trough” stage. Given the short length of this phase of the cycle, the
evidence is remarkable. As the cycle moves toward to “Expansion” stage, the size premium
drops sharply to almost zero (0.04% with t-statistic = 0.36). The size premium further
declines and becomes negative (–0.02% with t-statistic= –0.04) at the “Peak” stage, and it
stays around that level until the “Recession” stage (-0.17% with t-statistic= –0.84). The
CAPM-adjusted return shows the same pattern: It is only significant at the “Trough” stage
(0.76% with t-statistic = 2.09). Underlying these average returns, there is a difference in
the percentage of positive size premium across different stages. From the “Trough” to the
“Recession” stage, the ratios that the size premium are positive is 68%, 49%, 42%, and 53%,
respectively.
Table 3 reports the average (raw) returns and the CAPM-adjusted average return on the
SMB portfolio based on the NBER business cycle definition. The NBER determines the
turning points based on significant variation in economic activity spread across the economy,
normally visible in real GDP, real income, employment, industrial production, and wholesaleretail sales. We dichotomize our periods into trough and non-trough. Since the turning points
dates are just one month for trough, we include the nearest a few months around troughs.
Specifically, we define the “Trough” stage not only the month to which a NBER trough
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belongs, but also the period including three months before and after, constituting a total
of seven months. Table 3 confirms that the size premiums are significantly positive only at
the bottom of the business cycles. It shows that the average return difference between the
small and large portfolio is reliably positive at 1.48% (t-statistic = 4.14) per month at the
“Trough” stage, and insignificantly positive at 0.04% (t-statistic = 0.36) at other stages.
In order to more thoroughly illustrate business cycle properties of the size premium, we
plot in Figure 1 a time-series of monthly returns on the SMB along with the “Trough” stage
(marked as shaded region). The graph shows how much the size premium varies over time,
as well as how it relates to troughs. It is evident that the size premium is high around the
troughs of the business cycle. Specifically, during 9 of 9 trough periods, the size premium
is positive. The only exception to this pattern is during the trough in the late 1940s. The
graph verifies that “Trough” stage has an ability of detecting positive return on the SMB.
Even though informal, examining the average return on the SMB conditional on the
phase of the business cycle is perhaps the simplest and the most intuitive way to study
the business cycle properties of the size premium. We supplement this informal analysis by
formally testing whether the size premiums are indeed different across the “Trough” stage
and other stages. We construct a trough-dummy, Dtrough , that takes a value of one during
the “Trough” stage, and zero otherwise. We document the dependency of the size premium
on the economic cycle by estimating the following regressions:

SM Bt = α + β1 Dtrough + t ,

(2)

SM Bt = α + β1 Dtrough + β2 M KTt + t ,

(3)

where SM Bt is the monthly return on the SMB, and M KTt is the market excess return. We
add the market excess return in Equation (3) to adjust for the market risk. The regression
intercept, α, measures the size premium during the stages other than the Trough, and the
regression coefficient on a trough-dummy, β1 , reveals the amount of risk premium differen-
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tial between at the Trough and other stages. We also examine whether the business cycle
variation in the size premium comes from either small stocks or large stocks or both. We
separately estimate Equation (3) by replacing SM Bt in the dependent variable with either
return on the small portfolio or large portfolio. The regression is run for the whole, first,
and second sample period.
Table 4 reports the results of estimating regressions (2) and (3). The coefficients on
the trough-dummy are all positive and in almost all cases highly significant, suggesting
that the size premium tends to be high at the “Trough” stage and low at other stages.
Further, the difference is significant from an economic perspective. For instance, for the whole
sample period, the difference of the size premiums between at trough and at other stages
is large as of 1.21% per month (t-statistic = 3.10). By contrast, the regression intercepts,
which correspond to the size premium in non-trough stages, are small and not statistically
significant, confirming that there is no reliable size premium in these states. Controlling the
market factor does not affect our results.
The regression results for the small and large portfolios complete the picture. The results
show that the conditioning effect of the business cycles on the size premium are asymmetric
between small and large portfolios. For the small portfolio, the coefficient on the troughdummy is 0.83 (t-statistic = 2.21), indicating that returns on the size portfolio are reliably
higher by 0.83% per month at the “Trough” stage. In a sharp contrast, the coefficient on the
trough-dummy for the large portfolio is insignificant at 0.06 (t-statistic = 0.56), indicating
that returns on the large portfolio are not different between at trough and at other stages.
These results suggest that the small stocks play an important role in driving time variation
in the size premium across economic cycles.

2.3

Discussion and Interpretations of Results

Imperfect capital market theories (Bernanke and Gertler, 1989; Gertler and Gilchrist, 1994;
Bernanke, Gertler, and Gilchrist, 1996) predict that small firms will be more strongly affected
12

by changing credit market conditions than large firms. Informational asymmetries held by
firms and their creditors increases firms’ cost of external capital. Informational asymmetries
are likely to be most severe for small firms, firms with weak balance sheet and firms that
are poorly collateralized and exposed to large idiosyncratic risks. Small firms therefore will
face significantly higher cost of external capital when borrowing in credit markets than large
firms. Combining this with the fact that small firms have limited access to public debt and
equity markets and thus have to rely more on bank loans and other intermediary sources of
credit leads to the prediction that small stocks are more sensitive to changes in credit market
condition than large stocks.
The theories also predict that asymmetries in the effect of credit market conditions on
small and large firms should differ across different stages of the economic cycle, because
firms’ collateralizable assets are dependent on economic states and credit market conditions
are time-varying. At the onset of a recession, small firms’ net worth and hence their collateral
decline more than large firms do, making it difficult to raise external capital. Coupled with
the fact that credit market conditions become tighter during an economic downturns, it is
even more difficult for small firms to raise external funds. The time-varying credit market
conditions thus amplifies and propagates the relative risk of small and large stocks. As such,
small firms should be more adversely affected by worsening credit market conditions such as
lower liquidity and higher short-term interest rates. Thus, a recession may result in a “flight
to quality,” causing investors to sell the riskier small stocks and switch toward safer large
stocks.
When the economy begins an upswing, small firms want to borrow more than large firms
to take advantage of favorable credit market conditions. Raising external capital is less
urgent for large firms since they have uniformly higher capital across economic states and
thus less suffered during tighter market conditions. As a result, small firms should be more
favorably affected by improving credit market conditions. If the markets anticipate the upcoming improving credit market conditions when the economy transitions from recessionary
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to expansionary states, prices of small stocks will increase more rapidly than those of large
stocks.
We interpret our findings are related to, but not entirely consistent with, these theoretical
predictions. To see why, consider the “Recession” state. Our results suggest that stock prices
of both small and large stocks fall during the “Recession” state, but prices of large stocks,
rather than those of small stocks, decrease faster: average return on large stocks is -0.26% per
month and average return on small stocks is -0.09% per month. Therefore, “flight to quality”
during a recession state is not evident in our analysis. In a sharp contrast, our results for
the “Trough” state are consistent with the theoretical prediction. During the period when
the economy transitions from recessionary to expansionary states, prices of both small and
large stocks increase, reflecting that investors anticipate the coming recovering economic
conditions. More importantly, during this period when credit market conditions are expected
to be improving, prices of small stocks increase faster than those of large stocks: average
returns on small and large stocks are 4.51% and 3.23% per month respectively, resulting the
large return spread between small and large stocks. This difference is more than the amount
attributable to the risk exposure of market return, leading to the significantly positive CAPM
alpha, as reported in Table 2. A full examination of the discrepancy between our findings
and predictions from the imperfect capital market theories for the size premium at the
“Recession” state is beyond the scope of our study, but is certainly an interesting topic
for future research. We also note that our interpretations should be drawn with caution.
Tighter credit market conditions are not always necessarily coincident with the “Recession”
state and vice versa, although they tend to comove. Nevertheless, the overall picture is that
the significant size premium detected at the “Trough” state can be interpreted as a result of
higher sensitivity of small stocks to changing credit market conditions.
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2.4

Has the Relation between the Size Premium and Business
Cycle Stages Changed?

This subsection explores whether the relation between the size premium and business cycle
stages has changed. Specifically, we examine whether the significantly positive size premium
detected at the “Trough” stage is also observed even after the early 1980s wherein there is
absence of the size premium. We then investigate whether the distribution of the conditional
size premium on the economic state has changed across two subperiods.
Panel B and C of Table 2 report the size premium conditional on the business cycle
stages for the pre- and post-1983 subperiod, respectively. The subperiod results mirror the
essential features drawn from the whole period: small stocks significantly outperform large
stocks at the “Trough” stage. The average returns on the SMB at the “Trough” stage for
the pre- and post-1983 subperiods are large and statistically significant at 1.23% (t-statistic
= 2.51) and 1.38% (t-statistic = 2.54) per month, respectively. Note that these average SMB
returns are very similar in magnitude to that for the whole period (reported in Panel A),
suggesting that the magnitude of the explanatory power of “Trough” stage is roughly the
same across two subperiods. When the size premium is adjusted by market risk, we still find
that for both subperiods the size premiums are positive and significant at the bottom of the
business cycle. As the results from the overall samples, during business cycle stages other
than “Trough,” the size premiums are small and insignificant for both subperiods.
Next, we examine whether the finding that the explanatory power of business cycle stages
is asymmetric between small and large stocks remains unchanged across two subperiods.
The results, reported in Table 4, show that for both subperiods return on the small portfolio
continues to have a significant positive relation with the trough-dummy (reported in Panel
B), consistent with the results from the whole period. On the other hand, return on the large
portfolio continues to have no relation (reported in Panel C). Our results suggest that for
the post-1983 period small stocks continue to be the predominant source of time variation
in the size premium over the business cycle.
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The significant positive size premium observed in “Trough” stage for the post-1983 period
is particularly noteworthy. Previous studies show (and our results confirm) that the size
premium has disappeared after the early 1980s. Using the relation between the size premium
and business cycle, we shed new light on the size premium: whereas unconditional size effect
is dead after the early 1980s, the size effect conditional on the state of the economy is alive
and well.
We further investigate whether the size premium conditional on the business cycle phases
has changed after the early 1980s. Figure 2(a) plots the average return on the SMB at
each economic state for the whole, pre-1983, and post-1983 periods. The figure graphically
demonstrates that the distribution of the conditional size premiums are strikingly stable
across two subperiods. Figure 2(b) plots the differences in the conditional size premiums
between the pre- and post-1983 subperiods, with the broken lines indicating the 95 percent
confidence interval. All the differences in the conditional size premiums are indistinguishable
from zero, being inside the confidence interval.
Finally, we formally test whether there is structural change in the distribution of the
conditional size premium across two subperiods. Specifically, we examine whether the difference in average SMB return between the pre- and post-1983 subperiods for each stage is
statistically different from zero. In addition, we conduct a formal test of whether differences
in the conditional size premiums between two subperiods are jointly equal to zero across four
business cycle stages. We run the following regressions:

SM Bt =
SM Bt =

4
X
s=1
4
X
s=1

αs Ds +
αs Ds +

4
X
s=1
4
X

βs Ds · T IM E + t ,

(4)

βs Ds · T IM E + γ1 M KTt + γ2 M KTt · T IM E + t ,

(5)

s=1

where T IM E is a dummy variable, being equal to one for the post-1983 subperiod, and Ds
is a dummy variable representing for each business cycle stage. The business cycle stage, s,
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is numerically numbered such that

1 = Trough, 2 = Expansion, 3 = Peak, and 4 = Recession.

Table 5 reports the βs coefficients with the corresponding t-statistics. Each βs coefficient
indicates the difference in the conditional size premium between the pre- and post-1983
subperiods. For instance, the estimated β1 of –0.27 (with t-statistic = –0.38) indicates
that the difference in the conditional size premium on the “Trough” stage between two
subperiods is –0.27% per month and insignificant. The results show that the differences
between two subperiods are fairly small, less than 0.20% per month, with an exception
for the “Recession” stage. Average SMB return difference at the “Peak” stage is 0.54% per
month, but not statistically different from zero (t-statistic = 0.34). Next, the null hypothesis
that differences in the conditional size premiums across four business cycle stages are jointly
zero is tested. That is, we test whether the four βs coefficients are jointly zero using a
standard χ2 (4) test statistic. Its estimated value is 1.450 with a p-value of 0.836, suggesting
that we fail to reject the hypothesis that the distribution of the conditional size premium
is stable across two subperiods. The results from the CAPM-adjusted returns also support
the evidence that the distribution of the conditional size premium on the economic state has
not changed: estimated χ2 statistic is 2.561 with a p-value of 0.634. Overall, these results
confirm that there is no shift in the relation between the size premium and business cycle
stages before and after the early 1980s.

2.5

The January Effect

It is well documented that the size premium is particularly strong in January. For instance,
Keim (1983) shows that about half of the average magnitude of the size premium over the
period 1963–1979 can be attributed to the month of January.5 It is therefore interesting to
5

Several explanations for the January seasonal in the size effect have been suggested in the literature. the
tax-loss selling hypothesis; information hypothesis; window dressing hypothesis;
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examine whether there is still the January effect in the size premium after the early 1980s
during which the size premium averaged across all months is absent. More importantly, we
want to investigate whether our finding of significant size premium at the “Trough” stage can
be attributable to the January effect. In particular, we are interested to examine whether
the conditional size premium on the “Trough” stage is also detected during non-January
months.
Table 6 reports both unconditional and conditional size premium across two separate
samples: January and non-January months. Panel A reports results for the whole sample
period, and Panel B (C) reports results for the pre-1983 (post-1983) subsample. Table 6
confirms the strong January effect in the size premium for the pre-1983 subperiod. The
average SMB return in January is 2.96% (t-statistic = 5.53), while it is 0.01% (t-statistic
= 0.07) per month during non-January months. For the post-1983 subperiod, the January
effect continues to hold, although the magnitude of the effect for the post-1983 subperiod is
only about one-third of that for the pre-1983 subperiod.
Turning to the results for the size premium conditional on the business cycle stages,
the results show that in January, the robust relation between the size premium and economic states is detected only at the “Trough” stage. Specifically, average SMB returns
at the “Trough” stage are consistently positive and significant for both subperiods: 5.48%
(t-statistic = 2.73) and 4.93% (t-statistic = 1.97) for pre-1983 and post-1983 subperiods,
respectively. In contrast, at other stages, the size premiums in January are inconclusive
across two subperiods.
The most striking results are for non-January months. At the “Trough” stage excluding
January, the size premiums continue to be positive for both subperiods, although the statistical significance for the post-1983 subperiod becomes weaker. Average SMB returns on the
“Trough” stage (excluding January) are 0.78% (t-statistic = 1.78) and 1.01% (t-statistic =
2.18) per month for pre-1983 and post-1983 subperiods, respectively. The lack of statistical
power for the latter seems to arise from the reduced number of observation, not from the
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economic magnitude of average returns.
In sum, the results in Table 6 suggest that our finding that small stocks outperform large
stocks at the bottom of the business cycle is distinct from the January effect. The ability of
“Trough” stage to detect the size premium remains robust after controlling for the January
effect.

3

Change in Business Cycle Duration

The results in the previous section show that the size premium conditional on the business
cycle stages remains stable before and after the early 1980s, whereas the unconditional size
premium has changed. Given that unconditional premium is equal to the summation of
the conditional premium in each state multiplied by its probability, a natural conjecture is
that the probability of economy being in different stages may have changed, and this change
would be responsible for explaining the disappearance of the (unconditional) size premium.
In this section, we therefore examine whether a pattern of U.S. business cycle has changed
since the early 1980s. Specifically, the possibility that either expansions have become longer
or recessions have become shorter, or both can explain the absence of the (unconditional)
size premium.
Table 7 presents the durations of all expansionary and recessionary periods from March
1950 to August 2009 as determined by the HP-filtered GDP. We divide sample period into
two subperiods based on the beginning period of the 1983 economic expansion, that is, March
1983. Thus, the first part of our sample period is from March 1950 to February 1983, while
the second part of our sample period is from March 1983 to August 2009. Table 7 shows
strong evidence that expansions have been longer since 1983, whereas durations of recessions
have not changed. We discuss the shifts in duration patterns from three related perspectives.
First, consider average duration. The average expansion duration before 1983 is about 34
months, whereas that after 1983 is more than double (83 months). In contrast, for both
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pre- and post-1983, the average recession duration is about 33 and 24 months respectively.
Second, consider the percentage of time spent in expansion and recession. About 50 percent
of the pre-1983 period was spent in recession, whereas a much smaller 23 percent was spent in
recession for the post-1983 period. Third, consider the ratio of expansion duration relative
to the recession duration. While the average of this ratio for pre-1983 period is 1.2, the
average for post-1983 period is a much larger 3.5. All these points demonstrate that the
shift in the lengths of business cycle is significant from an economic perspective.
We conduct a formal statistical analysis to confirm that the shifts in duration patterns
after the early 1980s are significant from a statistical perspective. We follow Diebold and
Rudebusch (1992) and use the Wilcoxon rank-sum test to determine whether the lengths
of U.S. business cycle has changed.6 Consider the two samples before and after the early
1980s. Let Xi and Yi denote an observation of durations for the two samples. Denote
the corresponding distribution functions of the two samples as F and G, respectively. The
null hypothesis is that durations are the same across two subperiods, that is, F and G
distributions are identical. We use a one-sided alternative hypothesis, reflecting our prior
expectation that durations of expansions are longer and those of recessions are shorter. The
alternative hypothesis is that for expansions, Y is stochastically larger than X (equivalently,
(i) F 6= G and (ii) G(k) ≤ F (k) for all k). Likewise, for recessions, the alternative hypothesis
is that X is stochastically larger than Y.
In order to implement the Wilcoxon (or rank-sum) test, we replace the observations
(X1 , ..., XNx , Y1 , ..., YNy ) with their rank (R1 , ..., RN ), where Nx and Ny are the size of the
two samples, respectively, and N = Nx + Ny .7 The Wilcoxon test statistic is simply the sum
6

This section follows Diebold and Rudebusch (1992, p. 998) and Cover and Pecorino (2005, p. 458) with
some modifications.
7
As in Diebold and Rudebusch (1992), we resolve ties by using an average of the ranks of the tied
observations.
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of the ranks in the second sample (i.e., the subperiod after the early 1980s):

W =

N
X

Ri

(6)

i=Nx +1

The intuition of this test statistic is evident: Under the null hypothesis of no change in
durations across the two samples, the average rank of durations in the first part of subperiod
should equal the average rank of durations in the second part of subperiod, and W is a
sufficient statistic for this comparison.
Table 8 presents the results of the Wilcoxon tests for expansions (Panel A), recessions
(Panel B), and whole cycles (Panel C). As before, we consider March 1983 as the structural
break point in the length of the business cycle. The beginning date for the first sample period
is either March 1950 or June 1953. For each pair of pre- and post-1983 samples, Table 8
reports sample sizes, average durations, the Wilcoxon statistic and its one-sided p-value. For
expansions, the test rejects the null hypothesis of no change in the durations in favor of the
alternative hypothesis that expansions since 1983 have a longer duration than those prior
to 1983 (at the 5% level). For recessions, however, we cannot reject the null hypothesis
that recessions in the pre-1983 period are the same length as recessions in the post-1983
period. This is not surprising, given that the average durations of both pre- and post-1983
are nearly the same: 32.5 months in the first sample, and 24 months in the second sample.
Finally, the results for the whole cycles (measured from trough to trough) show that the test
rejects the null hypothesis in favor of the alternative hypothesis that whole cycle durations
have been longer since 1983 (at the 5% level). In light of the separate results for expansions
and recessions, the longer length of whole business cycle may come from longer length of
expansions. In sum, we find the evidence that the probability of economy being in different
stages have changed since 1983, the time which coincides with the structural break in the
size premium. These results suggest that the change in business cycle behavior is associated
with the change in the (unconditional) size premium.
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Our evidence that durations of business cycle have been longer since 1983 is related to
the macroeconomic literature that documents the structural break in the volatility of GDP
growth has occurred since the early 1980s (Kim and Nelson, 1999; McConnell and PerezQuiros, 2000; Blanchard and Simon, 2001; Stock and Watson, 2002). For instance, Stock
and Watson (2002) estimate the 67% confidence interval for the break date in the conditional
variance of (four-quarter) GDP growth as 1983:Q4 to 1985:Q3. Note that, however, reduction
in volatility is related to, but not identical to change in duration. The duration perspective
taken in this paper considers explicitly the lengths of phases of the business cycle, whereas the
volatility perspective focuses on amplitude.8 The duration perspective is more appropriate
for our study, since our explanation relies on the change in the probability of economy being
in different stages, and the lengths of business cycle stages constitute the probability.
The macroeconomic literature has provided three competing explanations for the cause
of the change in the pattern of business cycle (Stock and Watson, 2002; Cecchetti, FloresLagunes, and Krause, 2006; Clark, 2009). The first explanation is structural changes in the
economy including financial innovations (Dynan, Elmendorf, and Sichel, 2006) and improved
inventory management (McConnell and Perez-Quiros, 2000).9 Dynan, Elmendorf, and Sichel
(2006) argue that financial innovations, such as improved assessment and pricing of risk,
expanded lending to households without strong collateral, more widespread securitization of
loans, and the development of markets for riskier corporate debt, have made credit available
to more households and firms. Increased availability of credit may have enables households
and firms to better smooth out consumption and investment over the course of the business
cycle, thereby leading to the stabilization of economic activity.
The second explanation is improved monetary policy (Clarida, Gali, and Gertler, 2000;
Boivin and Giannoni, 2006; Lubik and Schorfheide, 2004; Coibion and Gorodnichenko, 2009).
8
Of course, they are related to each other. Because recessions are defined as periods of absolute decline in
economic activity, reduced volatility with the same mean growth rate implies fewer and shorter recessions.
9
McConnell and Perez-Quiros (2000) show that the volatility of production in manufacturing fell sharply
in the mid-1980s, but the volatility of sales did not. They also suggest that the reduction in the variance of
goods production is fully able to explain the statistical significance of the reduction in GDP.
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According to this explanation, in the late 1960s and 1970s, the Fed systematically failed to
respond sufficiently strongly to inflation, thereby increased economic instability. Beginning
in 1979, monetary policy began to respond more systemically and consistently to inflation
and GDP growth. As a result, monetary policy has stabilized the economy more effectively
since the early 1980s. The empirical evidences showing systematic differences in monetary
policy between the Volcker-Greenspan era and the previous period are consistent with this
explanation. The third explanation is reductions in the variance of exogenous structural
shocks, also known as the “good luck” hypothesis (Stock and Watson, 2002; Ahmed, Levin,
and Wilson, 2004). According to this view, from the 1960s through the early 1980s, the
economy was subject to unusually large shocks, such as dramatic increases in oil prices. In
a contrast, from the early 1980s until the recent financial crisis, the structural shocks to the
economy had been smaller. As such, the pattern of the business cycle has changed since the
early 1980s.
Despite considerable research, there is still little consensus for the causes of change in the
business cycle. At least some research supports each of the explanations, but the conclusion
remains elusive. In this article, we do not aim to disentangle the different explanations for
the change in the behavior of business cycle. But instead, we explore its impact on the size
effect in the cross-section of asset returns.

4

The Implication of Shifts in the Transition Probabilities for the Size Premium

In this section, we demonstrate that the disappearance of the size premium can be attributable to change in the business cycle using a stylized, discrete state space, Markovian
economy. Consistent with our empirical framework, we consider there are four possible states
of the world, corresponding to each stage of the business cycle. The dynamic evolution of
the economy is completely described by a four-by-four transition matrix, which gives the
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probability of being in one of the four possible business cycle stages conditional upon the
current state. The changes in the probability of economy staying in business cycle stages
(i.e., longer durations of expansion), then, can be easily incorporated by simply changing
transition probabilities in the regime switching matrices.
We propose the following approach to investigate the implication of shifts in the transition
probabilities for the size premium. First, we estimate transition matrices for the pre-1983
and post-1983 periods, and assess whether transition matrices differ across two subperiods.
By estimating transition matrices separately across two subperiods, we allow the data generating process for the evolution of the business cycle to be different. Second, we assume
that returns on small and large stocks follow conditional lognormal distributions where the
mean and variance depend on which business cycle stage belongs to. We use the conditional
distributions estimated from the whole sample period. We make this for the following two
reasons: (i) Our previous analysis shows that the pattern of the size premium conditional
on the phase of the business cycle remains stable before and after 1983, suggesting that the
relation between business cycle and the size premium has not changed significantly, and (ii)
We allow only transition matrices differ across two subperiods, while holding constant the
conditional distribution of the size premium on the state of the economy. In this way, we
can attribute any change in the (model-implied) size premium between two different subperiods entirely to change in the transition matrices. Third, given the assumpted conditional
distributions of small and large stocks, with the data generating process for the evolution
of the economy, we simulate time-series data on returns on small and large stocks. These
time-series are generated for the whole period, pre-1983 and post-1983 periods by using corresponding transition matrices. We then compare our simulated results with the estimates
from the historical data.
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We define a regime indicator variable, It , representing each business cycle stage as



1





 2
It =


3





 4

if time t belongs to Trough stage,
if time t belongs to Expansion stage,
if time t belongs to Peak stage,
if time t belongs to Recession stage,

where It evolves according to a first-order Markov process with transition probability matrix

pi,j = Prob[It = j|It−1 = i] i = 1, 2, 3, 4,

j = 1, 2, 3, 4.

(7)

The transition matrix is constructed in the following manner. Each month is assigned to one
of four economic states according to our definition of the business cycle. The elements in
each row of the transition matrix are calculated as the relative sample frequencies of moving
from that state to each of the four states. We estimate transition matrices for the sample as a
whole (from March 1950 to December 2012) and for two sub-samples (pre-1983 and post 1983
periods). Table 9 presents the transition matrices and unconditional probabilities estimated
for each sample. When transition probabilities from the pre-1983 period are significantly
different (at a 5% level) from the corresponding transition probabilities from the post-1983
period, they appear in Table 9 in bold type.10
The unconditional probabilities estimated from the whole sample period show that the
probability of staying in Expansion stage is much larger than that of staying in Recession
stage: they are 53.1% and 25.4% for Expansion and Recession state, respectively. This is
consistent with well known fact that duration of expansionary period is longer than that of
recessionary period. Number of months of staying in Peak stage are higher than those of
10

standard errors are calculated under the assumption that the future stage is conditionally independent
of the past given the present stage. Let pij and p̂ij denote the population and sample probabilities of a
transition from stage i to j. If we consider p̂ij as binomial variable which goes to stage j or to k = 1, ..., N
where k 6= j starting
from stage i, the standard error for p̂ij can be calculated as a standard binomial
p
standard error p̂ij (1 − p̂ij )/n where n is the number of months starting from stage i.
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staying in Trough stage. This is because our definition of business cycle does not preclude
the possibility of double Peak (or Trough) stages, and during our sample period we have a
few double Peak stages, but not double Trough stage.
Of particular interest is whether the probability of staying in Trough stage has changed
before and after 1983, since we detect a significant size premium only at the Trough stage.
While the pre-1983 transition matrix implies that on average 12.2% of all months are trough
months, the post-1983 transition matrix implies that trough months are reduced less than
half (5.9%). When comparing transitional probabilities in the pre- and post-1983 matrix,
this difference can be mainly attributable to changes in p2,2 and p2,3 (i.e., the probabilities of
moving from Expansion stage to Expansion or Peak stages): Among 10 non-zero transition
probabilities in the matrix, only p2,2 and p2,3 differ across two subperiods in a statistically
significant way. Put differently, the increased persistence of continuing being Expansion
stage is the main driver that changes the lengths of the business cycle. There are also
notable differences for the probabilities of staying in other stages, but their impact on the
(unconditional) size premium is less important, since the conditional size premiums are
indistinguishable from zero at these stages.
Next, we model returns on small and large stocks as being conditionally lognormal where
the mean and variance depend on which business cycle stage belongs to. Returns on small
stocks, RS , is assumpted to be distributed as following:

lnRS,It



2

N (µS,1 , σS,1
)





 N (µS,2 , σ 2 )
S,2
=

2

N (µS,3 , σS,3
)





 N (µ , σ 2 )
S,4
S,4

if It = 1,
if It = 2,

(8)

if It = 3,
if It = 4.

The conditional distribution of returns on large stocks, RB , is similarly defined. As explained

2
above, the means and variances, µS,i , σS,i
, corresponding to each business cycle stage are
estimated from the whole sample, thereby we make an implicit assumption that the relation
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between business cycle and the size premium has not changed since 1983. Panel A of Table
10 reports the estimates for small firms, large firms, and Small-Minus-Big. To be comparable
with earlier results, we transform lognomal to normal distribution.
Finally, the assumpted conditional distributions of small and large stocks, combined
with the estimated transition probabilities are used to generate time-series data on SMB.
These time-series are generated for the whole period, pre-1983 and post-1983 periods by
using corresponding transition matrices. We then compare the first and second moments
of generated data with those of the historical data. The procedure is as follows: First,
using the transition matrix estimated from the whole sample, we generate a sequence of 754
business cycle stages, It . The sample size of 754 is chosen to correspond to the 754 monthly
observation for the whole sample period. Second, given a sequence of It , independent draws
from a normal distribution defined in equation (8) are taken to form a sequence of returns on
small and large stocks. A sequence of SMB is computed as the difference between generated
returns on small and large stocks. Third, we repeatedly simulate data for 10,000 times. We
calculate the means of the average, standard deviation, and t-statistics for the simulated
returns on small and large stocks, along with SMB. Finally, we repeat this experiment by
changing the transition matrix estimated from the whole sample to that estimated from the
pre-1983 and post-1983 subperiods.11
Panel B of Table 10 compares our simulated results with the estimates from the historical
data. The results for the whole sample period (1950:03-2012:12) show that the model is able
to capture the observed size premium. The average return on SMB across simulation is 0.18%
per month, which is fairly comparable to 0.17% observed in the data. The standard deviation
of return on SMB, across simulations, averages 2.92%, which is very close to 2.88% in the
data. This result is somewhat expected, since we use the transition matrix and conditional
distributions of returns, both estimated from the whole sample period. The results for the
first subperiod (1950:03-1983:02) show that the model also does a decent job in capturing the
11
For the pre-1983 period, a sequence of 396 SMB is generated, while a series of 358 SMB is simulated for
the post-1983 period.
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spread between returns on small and large stocks. The model-implied size premium is 0.24%
per month, which is fairly close to 0.26% observed in the data. Consistent with the data,
in the model, the return spread between small and large stocks are statistically significant:
t-statistics of return on SMB, across simulations, averages 1.66 (its sample counter part is
1.94).
Most importantly, the model predicts that the size premium for the second subperiod
(1983:03-2012:12) is substantially smaller than that for the first subperiod, and is not statistically significant, which is qualitatively the same as in the data. The model-implied
size premium is 0.15% per month. Although somewhat higher than its sample counterpart
(0.08%), it lies within two standard errors bounds of the data estimate. The mean of tstatistics for SMB across simulations is 1.00, compared to 0.49 in the data. Recall that for
the subperiod analyses, we only incorporate the fact that the probability of economy staying
in different stages have changed before and after 1983, while holding constant the relationship
between business cycle and the size premium. Thus, our exercise demonstrates that changes
in the lengths of the business cycle is solely responsible for explaining the disappearance of
the size premium after 1983.

5

Conclusion

The size effect, small capitalization stocks have higher returns than large capitalization
stocks, seems to disappear since the early 1980s. This paper shows that the disappearance
of the size premium can be attributed to change in duration of the business cycle. The only
stage where size premiums are significantly positive is ”Trough” stage and size premiums are
indistinguishable from zero during other business cycle stages. This finding could possibly
explain why unconditional size effect has disappeared. Given the conditional distributions
of small and large stocks on the different stages of the business cycle, we conduct montecarlo simulation to generate the evolution of the economy with corresponding transition
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matrices for pre-1983 and post-1983. Model implied statistics indicate that unconditional
size premium disappears while its conditional distributions on business cycle stage hold
together. This result implies that any change in the lengths of phases of the business cycle
is the primary cause of the disappearance of the (unconditional) size premium.
Since the early 1980s, the volatility of business cycle fluctuation of the U.S. has reduced
and this enables the economy to have longer durations and fewer and shorter recessions.
Stock and Watson (2002) call this period, starting from the early 1980s, as a ”Great Moderation”. In this period, duration of expansion extends more than double while length of
recession period is slightly shortened. We show that the change of the transition matrix
describing the probabilities of moving from one business cycle stage to another occurs before
and after 1983 and this can be interpreted as the main driving force of receding the (unconditional) size effect. Though some people argue that the “Great Moderation” period ends
with the late 2000s economic and financial crisis, it is still controversial whether it is really
ended. If the period is ended and the duration of business cycle goes back to normal, the
size premium on ”Trough” stage will show up more often. As such, it is expected that this
may give rise to resurrection of the (unconditional) size effect.
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Table 1
Descriptive Statistics
The table reports the average monthly excess return of the small portfolio, big portfolio, and SMB (smallminus-big portfolio), along with their t-statistic reported in parenthesis. The six value-weighted portfolios
(denoted S/L, S/M, S/H, B/L, B/M, and B/H) are constructed at the end of each June from the intersections of
two portfolios formed on size (market equity) and three portfolios formed on the book-to-market ratio (Fama
and French, 1993). The small portfolio is the average return on the three small size portfolios (S/L, S/M, and
S/H), while the big portfolio is the average return on the three large size portfolios (B/L, B/M, and B/H). The
row titled “% > 0” denotes the ratio of returns that are positive. Panel A reports the results for the full 1950:032012:12 sample period. Panel B and C report the results for the 1950:03-1983:02 and 1983:03-2012:12
subperiods, respectively.
Small

Big

SMB

Panel A: Full sample period (1950:03 - 2012:12)
Mean return (%)

0.84

0.67

0.17

(t-stat)

(4.16)

(4.32)

(1.64)

%>0

59%

60%

51%

Panel B: Pre-1983 subperiod (1950:03 - 1983:02)
Mean return (%)

0.94

0.69

0.26

(t-stat)

(3.44)

(3.34)

(1.94)

%>0

60%

59%

53%

Panel C: Post-1983 subperiod (1983:03 - 2012:12)
Mean return (%)

0.72

0.64

0.08

(t-stat)

(2.43)

(2.77)

(0.49)

%>0

59%

61%

48%
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Table 2
Size Premiums Conditional on the Business Cycle Stages
The table reports the average monthly (raw) returns and the CAPM-adjusted average return on the SMB
portfolio conditional on the different stages of the business cycle. The CAPM-adjusted average returns are the
alphas (intercepts) from the regression of the time-series of the SMB returns on the market factor (CRSP
value-weighted market excess return) plus the residuals averaged across months in each stage. “Trough” and
“Peak” stage is defined as local maxima and minima of the cyclical component of HP-filtered GDP and also
the period including two months before and after, constituting a total of seven months. “Expansion” stage is
defined as the path of the business cycle (i) from a trough to either a peak or a local maximum (for the case of
double peak) or (ii) from a local minimum (for the case of double dip) to a peak. “Recession” stage is defined
as the path of the cycle (i) from a peak to either a trough or a local minimum (for the case of double dip) or (ii)
from a local maximum (for the case of double peak) to a trough. T-statistics are reported in parenthesis. The
row titled “% > 0” denotes the ratio of SMB that are positive. Panel A reports the results for the full 1950:032012:12 sample period. Panel B and C report the results for the 1950:03-1983:02 and 1983:03-2012:12
subperiods, respectively.
Business cycle stage determined by the HP-filtered GDP
Trough

Expansion

Peak

Recession

Panel A: Full sample period (1950:03 - 2012:12)
N

63

416

84

191

1.28

0.04

-0.02

0.17

(3.42)

(0.36)

(-0.04)

(0.84)

0.76

-0.13

-0.03

0.31

(t-stat)

(2.09)

(-1.10)

(-0.06)

(1.60)

%>0

68%

49%

42%

53%

Mean return (%)
(t-stat)
CAPM alpha

Panel B: Pre-1983 subperiod (1950:03 - 1983:02)
N

42

151

63

140

1.23

0.19

0.12

0.10

(2.51)

(1.05)

(0.31)

(0.44)

0.59

0.00

0.10

0.18

(t-stat)

(1.26)

(-0.01)

(0.28)

(0.84)

%>0

69%

52%

46%

51%

Mean return (%)
(t-stat)
CAPM alpha

Panel C: Post-1983 subperiod (1983:03 - 2012:12)
N

21

265

21

51

1.38

-0.04

-0.42

0.38

(2.54)

(-0.25)

(-0.27)

(0.80)

1.01

-0.20

-0.42

0.69

(t-stat)

(1.83)

(-1.30)

(-0.27)

(1.53)

%>0

67%

47%

29%

57%

Mean return (%)
(t-stat)
CAPM alpha
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Table 3
Size Premiums Conditional on the Trough determined by the NBER
The table reports the average monthly (raw) returns and the CAPM-adjusted average return on the SMB
portfolio conditional on the different stages of the business cycle. The CAPM-adjusted average returns are the
alphas (intercepts) from the regression of the time-series of the SMB returns on the market factor (CRSP
value-weighted market excess return) plus the residuals averaged across months in each stage. “Trough” stage
is defined not only the month to which a NBER trough belongs, but also the period including three months
before and after, constituting a total of seven months. “Peak” stage is classified not only the month to which a
NBER peak belongs, but also the period including three months before and after, constituting a total of seven
months. “Expansion” (“Recession”) stage is defined as the path of the cycle from a “Trough” (“Peak”) stage
to a “Peak” (“Trough”) stage. T-statistics are reported in parenthesis. The row titled “% > 0” denotes the ratio
of SMB that are positive. Panel A reports the results for the full 1950:03-2012:12 sample period. Panel B and
C report the results for the 1950:03-1983:02 and 1983:03-2012:12 subperiods, respectively.
Business cycle stage determined by the NBER
Trough

Non-Trough

Panel A: Full sample period (1950:03 - 2012:12)
N
Mean return (%)
(t-stat)
CAPM alpha

70

684

1.48

0.04

(4.14)

(0.36)

0.95

-0.02

(t-stat)

(2.76)

(-0.15)

%>0

76%

48%

Panel B: Pre-1983 subperiod (1950:03 - 1983:02)
N

49

347

1.49

0.08

(3.47)

(0.60)

0.83

0.05

(t-stat)

(2.00)

(0.38)

%>0

76%

49%

Mean return (%)
(t-stat)
CAPM alpha

Panel C: Post-1983 subperiod (1983:03 - 2012:12)
N

21

337

1.45

0.00

(2.26)

(-0.03)

1.11

-0.08

(t-stat)

(1.84)

(-0.47)

%>0

76%

47%

Mean return (%)
(t-stat)
CAPM alpha
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Table 4
Trough-Dummy Regressions for the Size Premium
The table presents results from the following regressions:
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡 = 𝛼𝛼 + 𝛽𝛽1 𝐷𝐷𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡ℎ + 𝛽𝛽2 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑡𝑡 + 𝜀𝜀𝑡𝑡 ,

𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆,𝑡𝑡 = 𝛼𝛼 + 𝛽𝛽1 𝐷𝐷𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡ℎ + 𝛽𝛽2 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑡𝑡 + 𝜀𝜀𝑡𝑡 ,

𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵,𝑡𝑡 = 𝛼𝛼 + 𝛽𝛽1 𝐷𝐷𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡ℎ + 𝛽𝛽2 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑡𝑡 + 𝜀𝜀𝑡𝑡 ,

where 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡 is the monthly return on the SMB, 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑡𝑡 is the market excess return, 𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆,𝑡𝑡 is the excess

return on the small portfolio, 𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵,𝑡𝑡 is the excess return on the big portfolio, and 𝐷𝐷𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡ℎ is a dummy

variable that takes a value of one during the “Trough” stage, and zero otherwise. Reported are the regression

coefficients, the t-statistics (in parentheses), and the adjusted R-squares.
Intercept

𝐷𝐷𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡ℎ

MKT

Adj.R2

Panel A: Full sample (1950:03 - 2012:12)
SMB

0.07
(0.66)

SMB
Small
Big

1.21

1.21

(3.10)

0.01

0.77

0.17

(0.07)

(2.04)

(6.02)

0.11

0.83

1.12

(1.10)

(2.21)

(38.65)

0.10

0.06

0.95

(2.79)

(0.56)

(85.34)

7.52
78.77
95.45

Panel B: Pre-1983 subperiod (1950:03 - 1983:02)
SMB
SMB
Small
Big

0.14

1.09

(1.04)

(2.14)

1.39

0.09

0.51

0.19

(0.68)

(1.06)

(4.45)

0.20

0.50

1.17

(1.56)

(1.06)

(24.88)

0.11

-0.01

0.97

(3.27)

(-0.07)

(80.45)

9.92
79.64
97.44

Panel C: Post-1983 subperiod (1983:03 - 2012:12)
SMB
SMB
Small
Big

0.00

1.38

(0.00)

(2.42)

0.78

-0.07

1.12

0.15

(-0.45)

(1.94)

(4.09)

5.41

0.01

1.22

1.09

77.99

(0.10)

(1.98)

(29.76)

(0.00)

0.09

0.10

0.94

93.59

(1.41)

(0.41)

(50.94)

(0.00)
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Table 5
Tests for Changes in Distribution
The table reports on whether the difference in average SMB returns between the pre-1983 (1950:03-1983:02)
and post-1983 (1983:03-2012:12) subperiods for each business cycle stage is statistically different from zero.
The table presents results from the following regressions:
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡 = ∑4𝑠𝑠=1 𝛼𝛼𝑠𝑠 𝐷𝐷𝑠𝑠 + ∑4𝑠𝑠=1 𝛽𝛽𝑠𝑠 𝐷𝐷𝑠𝑠 𝛽𝛽1 ∙ 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 + 𝜀𝜀𝑡𝑡 ,

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡 = ∑4𝑠𝑠=1 𝛼𝛼𝑠𝑠 𝐷𝐷𝑠𝑠 + ∑4𝑠𝑠=1 𝛽𝛽𝑠𝑠 𝐷𝐷𝑠𝑠 𝛽𝛽1 ∙ 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 + 𝛾𝛾1 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑡𝑡 + 𝛾𝛾2 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑡𝑡 ∙ 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 + 𝜀𝜀𝑡𝑡 ,

where 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 is a dummy variable, being equal to one for the post-1983 subperiod, and zero for the pre-1983

subperiod. 𝐷𝐷𝑠𝑠 is a dummy variable representing for each business cycle stage. “Trough” and “Peak” stage is

defined as local maxima and minima of the cyclical component of HP-filtered GDP and also the period

including two months before and after, constituting a total of seven months. “Expansion” stage is defined as
the path of the business cycle (i) from a trough to either a peak or a local maximum (for the case of double
peak) or (ii) from a local minimum (for the case of double dip) to a peak. “Recession” stage is defined as the

path of the cycle (i) from a peak to either a trough or a local minimum (for the case of double dip) or (ii) from
a local maximum (for the case of double peak) to a trough. Reported are the 𝛽𝛽𝑠𝑠 coefficients, representing the
differences in the conditional size premiums between the pre- and post-1983 subperiods. The column titled

“Joint” indicates 𝜒𝜒 2 statistic testing the hypothesis that the four 𝛽𝛽𝑠𝑠 coefficients are jointly zero. The
corresponding p-value is reported in square bracket.
Trough

Expansion

Peak

Recession

Joint

p-value

Mean return difference (%)

-0.27

0.23

0.54

-0.28

1.450

0.836

(t-stat)

(-0.38)

(0.96)

(0.34)

(-0.54)

0

0

CAPM alpha difference (%)

-0.56

0.20

0.52

-0.51

2.561

0.634

(t-stat)

(-0.80)

(0.85)

(0.33)

(-1.03)

0

0
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Table 6
Controlling for the January Effect
The table reports returns on the SMB portfolio across two separate samples, January and Non-January months. The column titled “Unconditional”
represents the (unconditional) average monthly returns on the SMB, while the column titled “Conditional” represents the average monthly returns on
the SMB conditional on the different stages of the business cycle. “Trough” and “Peak” stage is defined as local maxima and minima of the cyclical
component of HP-filtered GDP and also the period including two months before and after, constituting a total of seven months. “Expansion” stage is
defined as the path of the business cycle (i) from a trough to either a peak or a local maximum (for the case of double peak) or (ii) from a local
minimum (for the case of double dip) to a peak. “Recession” stage is defined as the path of the cycle (i) from a peak to either a trough or a local
minimum (for the case of double dip) or (ii) from a local maximum (for the case of double peak) to a trough. T-statistics are reported in parenthesis.
January
Unconditional

Non-January

Conditional
Trough

Expansion

Peak

Recession

Unconditional

Conditional
Trough

Expansion

Peak

Recession

Panel A: Full sample period (1950:03 - 2012:12)
Mean return (%)
(t-stat)
CAPM alpha
(t-stat)

1.97

5.30

1.07

1.60

2.85

0.01

0.86

-0.05

-0.17

-0.05

(4.91)

(3.35)

(2.42)

(1.91)

(3.35)

(0.11)

(2.58)

(-0.39)

(-0.32)

(-0.27)

1.78

4.56

0.76

2.00

2.87

-0.08

0.37

-0.21

-0.21

0.09

(4.59)

(3.18)

(1.63)

(2.91)

(3.65)

(-0.82)

(1.11)

(-1.71)

(-0.42)

(0.48)

Panel B: Pre-1983 subperiod (1950:03 - 1983:02)
Mean return (%)
(t-stat)
CAPM alpha
(t-stat)

2.96

5.48

2.37

2.65

2.89

0.01

0.78

-0.02

-0.10

-0.14

(5.53)

(2.73)

(3.54)

(3.40)

(2.83)

(0.07)

(1.78)

(-0.10)

(-0.26)

(-0.67)

2.74

4.17

2.21

2.71

2.89

-0.10

0.24

-0.20

-0.13

-0.06

(5.58)

(2.36)

(3.38)

(3.63)

(2.93)

(-0.79)

(0.55)

(-1.16)

(-0.34)

(-0.30)

Panel C: Post-1983 subperiod (1983:03 - 2012:12)
Mean return (%)
(t-stat)
CAPM alpha
(t-stat)

0.83

4.93

0.26

-1.03

2.73

0.01

1.01

-0.07

-0.36

0.18

(1.58)

(1.97)

(0.52)

(-6.31)

(1.82)

(0.09)

(2.18)

(-0.40)

(-0.21)

(0.37)

0.67

5.20

-0.14

0.20

2.81

-0.07

0.56

-0.21

-0.48

0.52

(1.25)

(2.18)

(-0.26)

(0.71)

(2.43)

(-0.43)

(1.25)

(-1.32)

(-0.29)

(1.11)
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Table 7
Business Cycle Dates determined by the HP-filtered GDP and Durations
The table reports the durations of all expansionary and recessionary periods as determined by the HP-filtered GDP. The column titled “Percentage of
Expan” represents the amount of time spent in expansion relative to that in the following recession. The column titled “Ratio” represents the ratio of
expansion duration relative to the following recession duration.
Expansionary

Duration

Percentage

Recessionary

Duration

Percentage

Ratio

period

(months)

of Expan

period

(months)

of Rec

(Expan/Rec)

Panel A: March 1950 - February 1983
March 1950 - May 1953

40

73%

June 1953 - August 1954

15

27%

2.7

September 1954 - November 1955

15

31%

December 1955 - August 1958

33

69%

0.5

September 1958 - August 1959

12

36%

September 1959 - May 1961

21

64%

0.6

June 1961 - May 1966

60

51%

June 1966 - February 1971

57

49%

1.1

March 1971 - August 1973

31

60%

September 1973 - May 1975

21

40%

1.5

June 1975 - February 1979
Average

45

48%

48

52%

0.9

34

50%

March 1979 - February 1983
Average

33

50%

1.2

Panel B: March 1983 - August 2009
March 1983 - May 1990

88

81%

June 1990 - February 1992

21

19%

4.2

March 1992 - August 2000

103

76%

September 2000 - May 2003

33

24%

3.1

June 2003 - February 2008
Average

57

76%

18

24%

3.2

83

77%

March 2008 - August 2009
Average

24

23%

3.5
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Table 8
Wilcoxon Rank-Sum Test
The table presents results of the Wilcoxon rank-sum tests for expansions (Panel A), recessions (Panel B), and whole cycles (Panel C). The beginning
date for the pre-1983 subperiod is either March 1950 or June 1953. For each pair of pre- and post-1983 samples, the table reports sample sizes, average
durations, the Wilcoxon test statistics (W) with their associated one-sided p-values.
Sample
X

Sample Size
Y

Nx

Ny

Average Duration

Wilcoxon Test

X

Y

W

p-value

33.8

82.7

7

0.024

32.5

24.0

12.5

0.310

106.7

9

0.083

Panel A: Wilcoxon Test for Expansions
March 1950 - February 1983

March 1983 - August 2009

6

3

Panel B: Wilcoxon Test for Recessions
March 1950 - February 1983

March 1983 - August 2009

March 1950 - February 1983

March 1983 - August 2009

6

3

Panel C: Wilcoxon Test for Whole Cycles (Trough-to-Trough)
6

40

3

66.3

Table 9
Transition Probability Matrix
The table presents transition probability matrices for the whole sample (1950:03-2012:12), pre-1983
(1950:03-1983:02), and post-1983 period (1983:03-2012:12). The transition matrix is constructed in the
following manner. Each month is assigned to one of four economic states according to our definition of the
business cycle. The elements in each row of the transition matrix are calculated as the relative sample
frequencies of moving from that state to each of the four states. The table also reports unconditional
probabilities implied from the transition probability matrix. When transition probabilities from the pre-1983
period are significantly different (at a 5\% level) from the corresponding transition probabilities from the post1983 period, they appear in bold type.
Unconditional
State

Probability of moving to state

probability

Trough

Expansion

Peak

Recession

Trough

0.084

0.857

0.143

0

0

Expansion

0.551

0

0.976

0.024

0

Full sample period

Peak

0.112

0

0

0.857

0.143

Recession

0.254

0.047

0.005

0.010

0.937

0.122

0.878

0.122

0

0

Expansion

0.375

0

Peak

0.156

0

0.954
0

0.046
0.857

0.143

Recession

0.347

0.043

0.007

0.014

0.936

Trough

0.059

0.857

0.143

0

0

Expansion

0.739

0

0.059

0

0.011
0.857

0

Peak

0.989
0

0.143

Recession

0.143

0.059

0.000

0.000

0.941

Pre-1983 subperiod
Trough

0

Post-1983 subperiod
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Table 10
Implied Moments of the Size Premium
Panel A reports the mean and standard deviation of monthly returns on small stocks, large stocks, and the
SMB portfolio, conditional on the different stages of the business cycle. Given the conditional distributions of
small and large stocks reported in Panel A, with the data generating process for the evolution of the economy
(i.e., the transition matrix reported in Table 9), we simulate time-series data on returns on small and large
stocks. These time-series are generated for the whole period, pre-1983 and post-1983 periods by using
corresponding transition matrices. Panel B reports various moments of returns on small stocks, large stocks,
and the SMB portfolio simulated by the model and from the data for the whole sample (1950:03-2012:12),
pre-1983 (1950:03-1983:02), and post-1983 period (1983:03-2012:12). Model-implied statistics are based on
10,000 simulated samples. Model column represent the averages of the mean, standard deviation, and tstatistics for returns across simulations.
Panel A: Summary Statistics of the Small, Big, and SMB Portfolios,
Conditional on the Business Cycle Stages
Business cycle stage
Small
Big
SMB

Trough

Expansion

Peak

Recession

Mean

4.51

1.43

0.57

-0.09

Std.dev.

6.04

4.83

5.60

6.19

Mean

3.23

1.39

0.59

-0.26

Std.dev.

4.59

3.77

3.81

4.73

Mean

1.28

0.04

-0.02

0.17

Std.dev.

2.99

2.43

4.43

2.85

Panel B: Implied Moments of the Size Premium
Implied by the model
Mean

Std.dev.

Sample values
t-stat

Mean

Std.dev.

t-stat

Full sample period
Small

1.24

5.63

6.07

1.21

5.51

6.01

Big

1.06

4.26

6.84

1.03

4.21

6.74

SMB

0.18

2.86

1.75

0.17

2.88

1.64

Pre-1983 subperiod
Small

1.21

5.87

4.12

1.33

5.43

4.88

Big

0.97

4.41

4.39

1.08

4.05

5.29

SMB

0.24

2.92

1.66

0.26

2.62

1.94

Post-1983 subperiod
Small

1.40

5.37

4.96

1.07

5.61

3.60

Big

1.26

4.10

5.82

0.99

4.39

4.26

SMB

0.15

2.79

1.00

0.08

3.15

0.49
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Figure 1
Time-Series of the Size Premium
The figure is a time-series plot of monthly returns on the SMB portfolio. The shaded region represents the “Trough” stage, defined as local minima of
the cyclical component of HP-filtered GDP and also the period including two months before and after, constituting a total of seven months. The sample
period is from March 1950 to December 2012.
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Figure 2
Conditional Size Premiums across Business Cycle Stages
The figure (a) plots the average monthly returns on the SMB portfolio conditional on the business cycle stages
for the whole, pre-1983 (1950:03-1983:02), and post-1983 (1983:03-2012:12) periods. The figure (b) plots the
difference in average SMB returns between the pre-1983 and post-1983 subperiods for each business cycle
stage, with the broken lines indicating the 95 percent confidence interval
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